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This article presents recent results of searches for physics beyond the Standard Model
using the CDF and the D 0 detector at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider All results
shown correspond to analysis performed using the past L992-1996 Fermilab Tevatron
run I data (roughly 100 p*"1 per each experiment). In particular we describe recent
Tevatron searches for scalar top in the b +/+missing-Br channel, forsquark and gluinos
using like-sign dileptons (LS), for large extra space-time dimensions and the search for
leptoquarks and technicolor in the missing-R7 +heavy flavour jet events Tight limits 011
the existence of such models have been set.

1 Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) represents the simplest and meet economical theory
which describes jointly weak and electromagnetic interactions. At present it con-
tinues to survive all experimental testa at accelerators, providing a remarkably suc-
cessful description of known phenomena; some precision observable tests it at 10~*
levels'. In spite of that, there are plenty of aspects that we do not understand yet
and that may suggest the SM to be most likely, a low energy effective theory of
spin-1/2 matter fermions interacting via spin-1 gauge bosons3. The physical mo-
tivations for the searches described below come from the attempt to check various
possible extensions of the SM.

2 Supersymmetry Searches

An excellent candidate to a new theory, able to describe physics at arbitrarily high
energies, is Supersymmetry (SUSY)3. SUSY is a larger space-time symmetry, that
relates bosons to fermions so that, in the vast space of all viable physics theories,
SUSY is not simply a point. Almost any theory can be supersymmetraed and
the large array of choices for spontaneous SUSY breaking (SB) just enhance these
possibilities. A comprehensive SUSY search is almost impossible: i.e. the most
general minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM) counts 124 truly
independent parameters. The strategy is then to search for signals suggested by
particular models in which theoretical assumptions are also adopted to reduce the
number of free parameters to a few. Even if we don't have direct experimental
evidences of SUSY, there are remarkable theoretical properties that provide ample
motivation for its study. SUSY describes electroweak data equally well as SM but,
in addition, allows the unification of the gauge couplings constants, the unification
of the Yukawa couplings and do not require the incredible fine tuning, endemic to
the SM Higgs sector. Naturally, SUSY cannot be an exact symmetry of the nature,
as none of the predicted spin 0 partners of the quarks or leptons and none of the
spin 1/2 partners of the gauge bosons have been observed so far4.



In SUSY models fermions can couple to a deration and a fermion, violating lepton
(L) and/or baryon number (B). To avoid this problem, a new quantum number,
the TC-parity (Tip), has been introduced B. 7£-parity is a multiplicative quantum
number defined as Up = ( - l ) M » - t + a s , where 5 is the spin of the paitide. for
the SM partidefl Up = +1; Up = - 1 for the SUSY partners. Most searches
for supersymmetric partides assume Up conservation. This assumption has deep
phenomenological consequences*: SUSY partides can only be pair produced; the
Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) does exist and it is stable and interacts very
weakly with the ordinary matter, leading to a robust injuring transverse energy
signature (fr); the LSP Is a natural candidate for the dark matter. However,
SUSY does not require Up conservation and viable Tip violating models Qft>) can
be built by adding expfidtly £-violating and/or L-violating couplings to the SUSY
Lagranglan.
In this article we present both searches based or not on the assumption of "Up

2.1 Scalar top quark wonto

Search for scalar top is particularly interesting since in many SUSY models the
top-squark etgenstate *i (stop) is expected to be the lightest squark7. The strong
Yukawa coupling between top/stop and Biggs fields gives rise in bet to potentially
large wmrwig effects mn^ mass splitting.
Both the CDF and DJ9 experiments have already reported searches for direct stop
quark pair production: pp~ -* ?i*i with the U decaying into fi -* cjQ exit -* &xf,
as weU as for SUSY top decays: t -¥ tix° with f, -+ »xf ".
CDF recently searched for Mi production, awnifning Up conservation, within the
framework of the MSSM, for the case where mf1 < m«. Two separate i\ decay modes
have been considered: lx -f 6 # , with the chargino decaying into t+vjQ (t = e,p)
and h -* bt+v, *****>*** whenever tx -* b%t * not kimmniti-nilly allowed. The
search have been done mumming the following branching ratios for the involved
processes: B(h -> Kt) = «"«. W -» ^•off) = "% wd-Bft -+ bFP) =
33J%. In these two scenarios, either the x? or the vis the LSP. The event signature
is 2b-jetB+l+.Pr m both the cases; hence events hare been selected requiring the
presence of at least one e or p with pf > 10 GeV/e, two or more jets, with cone size
of R = y/W+~&& = 0.7 and E^1 > 12 GeV, £$*• > 8 GeV (jets have been
ordered by energy) and large miaBing-^r from the neutral LSP^s: fo > 25 GeV
with A ^ r . j e t ) > 0.5*. At feast one jet has to be identified as a fcjet candidate
using a method known as SVX tagging10. The wgntfinmt SM backgrounds: tf,
U, W±(-t /*•/) + 2 jets and &ke lepton events are predicted to contribute for
87.3 ± 8.8 events while 81 are observed in the data. 1b determine the number of
potential signal events In this final data sample for both decay scenarios we used an
extended unbinned likelihood fits for each h mass considered. The HkeUhood fits
compare the shapes of the signal and backgrounds distributions, and Kolmogorov
tests are used m order to determine the most sensitive kinematic distribution to use
in the fit. All fit results at all masses are consistent with aero signal events. The
96% C.L. limits on tr^ for fx -> bxf and for fi - t bt+u as function of mj, are
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ihown In Figure 1 and 2. The resulting excluded regions (mj, versus mo), for
ti -+ 6 ^ P are given in Figure 3.

t.i Searchforuiutrb andilmwt%$maLSia*ptoru

Glufam (}) and squarka ($) can deny, Tla chaigum (x*) and neutralinos (x°), to
final stata* eootalning two o more kptan*. Sims the glotoo is a Uajoraaa partl-
d l f a i r i d ( L S ) S()aariaand

CDF
looked tor gfadnos decaying through chargmos or nentnlnios giving the LS dgna-

Data have bean alccted by aaUng tot an Isolated central faptoa (e or fi) with £$! >
11 GeV and tar a saoond one with fijf > 5 GeV. In order to reject background
from S*s, leptons were asked to be waD separated In the i ^ pUne. E m t i mre
also required to contain two Jets in the psendorapidrtr region M< *•* *** •Br > 1*
GeV and at hast 36 GeV of 0r- Then the Ukfrdgn requirement on the dUepton
<kaa*Hk4 ssnmia lieii • IS sun . 1 . n 1 ' - •

v w t •wnpuw m v DVBH sppiua.
No candidate events have bees observed, which is consistent with the SM back-
ground expectations (mostlrti, it, dibono, and DreU-Yaa processes). The results
fnfimetknofsqaarkverroghdooffissB. The modal assumes tan£= a, ^= -800

GeV/e*, At = /»/tan/J,4 = 4 r = ptan0,andmJ|. = HOGeV/c*. Constratoing
the squark irnswm to have an infinite value, we can ezclode glidno miwnm up to
168 CeV/e»; assuming the sqoark and agtohuB m a m nearly equal then we reach
attmhofZnCfeV/e'.
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Then exists a veU-motinted MfaunuJ SUSY extension of the SM In whkh nper-
gymmatry hrraktng ia mnummltated to the 3M partkia and to the gpartldo Ti»
gnriuticaul intwiUumi (mSUQRA). A mSUGBA model with Up ooMerwttoo
has only 5 free parameter*. Afiowing Rj> non-cooaenatton mpuns 45 man panm-
eten. Then genenl mper-putantial can be written «K WUSSU + XtikUh^ +
^ ^ websn45Ybkaw«rt7pecauplin8tena

Kth8B-vk4«tingtann«(A")laadtoerentowithmiihi|«t
^ ^ d y , g ( ) g

riaa to mahlkpton and nndtUat final states. Recently Df» n a n U d to mSUGRA
vitliiySp wmnlBg BCD-BKD A^A coupon^ t l m AUowifig ths "̂ "̂ y of X«SP (•awnimd
to be $*) into two dtargad laptona and a neutrino. The modd alao aanunai that
only one A^i b non-aero at a time and that 0.001 < A < 0.01 that meem that
^ P Introduces netfglble chanani in the production and decay of SUSY partkna
and that L3P a farad to decay at baa than 1 cm from the vertex (A > O001).
l h m t denature la then 1 LSP» that decay, yefcflng eratta with > U+fr. Thk
IWTTI rriirtfi pwitrt tlni tvnltaKX ApcwiowD^ iTHfrfi wnt fptn^twi pwir prrwiiiTtiTT
OffxS) in mohUepton channel". The event gelecttan and backgroond wtjmatknii
oed are the aame of this work; trllepton ercnti {I = c,?) are selected requiring
0 < |n(e)| < 1J. 1.4 < Wfi)\ < 8.S and 0 < \*M)\ < 1 3 and by applying cm. on
Si, AfXtt),ffr and A*XMfr) *«> « n m iMtrumental background and comic rays.
No candidate ewnte haw been obeerred, which is mnajstmt with the ameeted SM
background (see table 1).
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Event categories

Ai*-1)
Observed emote
DMKpOQBa OTBDtB

eee
gs.7±s.2

0
OJ4±0.007

ee/J
88.7±5.2

0
0.61±0J6

««•
03.1±4.9

0
0.11±O.O4

it-tut.

78J±4.1
0

O.»±0.04

1Ua*l-

Limits cnifip mSUQHA models can be act as a function of the following 5 parame-
ters: mo, rr^/j, J4O, tan /8 and M- Figures 5 and 4 show, mapetUwty, the eir-haton
regions in the (ma, m,n) plane for the three choaen coup&ngs, for tan 0 = 8 and
tan ^ = 10 far both p > 0 and p < 0. The dashed ones indicates the Barit of
smuIUvKy to m , / , far at laast nmmrable case. The exdu
to the spaces below the adUd lines labelled with the coupfing types, tad above the
higher of the dashed line and the dash-dotted curves spedfytng the mmierical vahia
of X. In the regions beyond the dash-dotted corves, the i i of the
LSP calculated for the value of the coupEng indicated on the curve, Is leas than 1

Motivated hi part by naturalness issues, recently. It has been pointed oat that there
are more reasons to suggest extra dimensions +*"— just having a seh^consiBtent de-
scription of granny u . The addttbmal motivations mdnde new dinetiana to attack
the hierarchy problem and the oosmological constant problem, unifying the gravita-
tional conplmg with the gauge couplings, perturbaMve supa symmetry breaking in
string theory, and low-scale mmpartiftatlons of string theory. In sach scenario, the
hierarchy* problem cowln be solved by having gravity play a role at the eJectrowoak
scale. The 3M fields a n then confined to propagate o n * 9 + 1 oVbraae, and the
gravity lives in the bulk of the ( 4 + n ) < « — ^ — 1 space-time, where the n dimen-
sions a n compacUfled14. The aiae of extra dfanenstoos k Af?, ~ iQ**lf where
Ms, the compaetnVstioo-scale, is the only fundanicntal scale of the nature. Aa it's
could lie to the TeV range this would after the possibility thatefiectsnughtbe visi-
ble at TmaUuu OolHdsr. mparticuka-uiduwtexfaAariiiaaahegrOTHaneidiaoge
may be enhanced by the ram of the Kahju-iOem states (iTIQ and provide various
sig^mthecomdsphsnooienologieB. Moraorer the spin-two nature of grairitons
wmalsorasTahmsoinechararteristfcem3rtsonthepcrlarlse*iOTobse^ mthe
absence of evidence far extra Ah*i***Ar*M ^ imuwwiî g mnipem* to set 96% CL !••«••***
as AtnctioDi of F/M^t where F is a omienslonlBss psnuftetar rdated to the number

D(» has recently carried out a search on the effect of KK tower exchange on Drall-
Yan daiswlron and dtphoton production, fitting I2T j * " 1 of oata, to ^dimensional
templates in Jfa versus oosf*. No evidence for these affects has bam found and
tower Hmtt on the parameter TfM% as fanctkm of the nmnber of extra dhoeaaioas
have bean, obtained, for n values between 3 and 7, Ug values below L3 - U are
reapetUvely ndad out (see Figure 7).
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> for extra
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in the Drell-Yan, (fiphoton andft- channels

Theobeerwd
andleptoni

in the spectrum of ftmdamantal particles, between quarks
thi^ if Ogre <ni«t»» more fanrtammtal theory, ft should also

ot lon ii achieted In the context of drams* theorist. UptOM and qnufa may
be arontwl in cemman mlttplett, Ufa) In Grand Uatfled Tbaarin (OUT) « m-
p—tring muUmtud Et madah or they msjr ham a enmnon mhatnetdre a in
oompoattemodeta1*. Whnrrar qoarka and Isptom are aOoired to coopia dlnctly
to each other, a ajaafetaptan bound atate can also extat Such partkto, called fcp-
tofMaWb, a n color triplet b a t o n (St/(3)cr) of apin 0 or 1, carrring lajKon (L) end
barroo(0)aai idw and a Factional electric chaise. At itaMtna, kptomarka ate
predicted to be produced doninaaUr »«» gtaonfoco BMIOB and of antthBatiaDj
rf-*g + X -tLQLQ + X. The pradncttaa W M action k neariy tadapendent
fcom the Yqkswm conpHaa batman the LQt and their d y l p ^ k
Both CDF and D 0 perfiaand in the part yean a umber of
qoarkt1*. b thb paper «e report the moat recent Temtron remit*.
In contrast to the pnrkna aatKDCf, HUtt ta to branching rattoe S(£Q -+ t +
jet*) > 0, CDF hai aearched tor ascond and third generation laptoonarks hi two
dUbrant theoretical context: a} conthumm LQi pair prodoction with LQ7 -t at,
and LQ3 -» 6M, ( « J I a n either acalar or wctor); b) reaonant Tbdmicokx LQ».
Final states which contain two heavy flaw* jete (e-Jato or t-jebi fcr nscond or third
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generations of LQB), large missing-fr (from neutrinos), and no hjgb-pr leptons
were searched. This signature ia the unit of the CDFs ue»ch far FCNC decay of
the scalar tap and icalar bottom quark: fi - » c i i , Si -»e£f.
Data have been selected using online triggers that require large numlng-fir flh-> 36

^. The Q(^hackgroaiidi« reduced by reqairing Sor 3 jets with ^ r > 16 GeV
with M < 2 and by enjndbig events »»*«»nin|r JetB with 7 GeV < Br < 15 GeV
in the region |q| < 3.6. Further cuts have been applied in order to remove U s
souroas atfr: A»HJ»r,M^) > 45, A#0h-,,e«,) < 165 and W*i,jth) > 166
and If and 2°an ndnoed by vetoing events with higher Isptons («, #>)• Bmry
Savour Jets m than identified using a method known a* jet prooabiHty t a g " that
calculate, using tin SVX infarmationa, the probability that a darter trada rbrrn
a jet originated from the primary vertex. In the ccVrpr channel, 11 events are
observed with an expected SM contribution of 14.5 ±4.2; in the biv^-r 5 events are
observed with aaexpactad lumber of SM events of 6.8 ±1.8. Figure* 8 and 9 show
respectively the hsdts ok *LQ pndnction via, color-octet tachmrho decays and the
conttnuum leptoqoark Hnrfts fer LQi and LQ3.

5 Concladom

Ibvatron experimeitts performed extensive atarrhtn tor physla beyond the Stan- |
dard Model. No positive remit* have been found so fiu- showing that the data are
consistent with the SM expectations. CDF and ItfeoMlnne toe analySM of Ron
I data placing limits on new physics, Indodmg Supenrmmetry, large apace-time
dimensioia and leptoqaark models. With ttoBBnnupgraoHntovaing an higher

hinn]iaw>ttyt it wlD be JXMBUC to ""w** mmpottHt prograMS

-=>
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